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ABSTRACT The amino acid sequence of the constant
(CK) region from the kappa immunoglobulin chains of a b9
rabbit is compared with the CK sequences, taken from the lit-
erature, of a b4 rabbit. These CK regions differ by 33% of
their amino acid sequences and by three sequence insertions
or deletions (sequence gaps). These extensive differences to-
gether with other published observations suggest that the b9
and b4 CQ genes may not be simple alleles, but rather they
may be encoded by closely linked CK genes present in every
rabbit whose expression is regulated by a polymorphic con-
trol mechanism.

Immunoglobulins are comprised of light and heavy chains,
each of which is divided into a variable (V) and a constant
(C) region (1). The variable and constant regions of a single
immunoglobulin molecule are coded by separate germ line
genes. Three families of genes which are unlinked in the
mammalian genome code for immunoglobulins-two code
for light chains (X and K) and the third codes for heavy
chains.

Studies of rabbit immunoglobulins have made important
contributions to our contemporary understanding of the ge-
netics, diversity, evolution, and expression of antibody mole-
cules because of the serological polymorphisms found in
light as well as heavy chains and in variable as well as con-
stant regions of such molecules (2). The kappa family of the
rabbit has four polymorphic forms which can be detected by
serological techniques. These are the group b allotypes of the
kappa chain and are designated by the symbols b4, b5, b6,
and b9. These polymorphic forms segregate in a Mendelian
fashion, implying, according to classical genetic dogma, they
are coded by alternative forms of a single structural gene.
Preliminary amino acid sequence studies on the constant
kappa (C,) regions of the group b allotypes have suggested
that they are distinguished by multiple residue differences
(3-5). We report in this paper the nearly complete amino
acid sequence of the CK region from a b9 rabbit and com-
pare it with the previously published CK region of a b4 rab-
bit (6, 7). The CK regions of the b4 and b9 chains differ by
35% of their amino acid sequences. These extensive se-
quence differences suggest the CK genes of the group b all-
otypes have had an unusual evolutionary history. The genet-
ic and evolutionary implications of these observations are
discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Source, Purification, and Chain Separation of Immuno-

globulins. Pooled immunoglobulin was obtained from
homozygous b9 rabbits. The purification of immunoglobulin
and the separation of light chains was carried out as pre-

viously described (8). This procedure included the separa-
tion of the two light chain subtypes (KA and KB).

Preparation and Sequence Analysis of CK Regions. The
KB chains were completely reduced and alkylated, succiny-
lated, and cleaved with dilute acid as previously described
(9). This procedure succinylates the NH2-terminus, making
it unavailable for Edman degradation on the sequenator,
and cleaves the kappa chains at the labile aspartic acid-pro-
line bond near the beginning of the CK region. The succin-
ylated and acid-cleaved chains were then analyzed for 35
cycles on a Beckman model 890A sequencer using method-
ology and analytic systems previously described (10).

Preparation of Peptide Fragments. After reduction and
alkylation, aliquots of intact b9 chains were subjected to pro-
teolytic cleavage by trypsin (1% wt/wt; 2 hr; 370; about 10
mg/ml of K chain in 0.2 M NH4HCO3), thermolysin (same
conditions as trypsin), and subtilisin (same conditions as
trypsin). The tryptic peptides were initially fractionated on
Sephadex G-100 (1.0 M NH40H) and Sephadex G-50 (0.2 M
NH4CHO3). Final resolution of the smaller tryptic peptides
as well as the thermolysin and subtilisin peptides was ob-
tained by the preparative fingerprint technique (11).

Miscellaneous. Peptides were hydrolyzed in vacuo for 20
hr in 5.7 M HC1 and analyzed on a Durrum D-500 Amino
Acid Analyzer. Large peptides were sequenced directly by
the dansyl chloride procedure of Gray (12). Smaller peptides
were degraded by the multishot method of Gray (13) and
analyzed by subtractive amino acid analysis. The state of the
acidic group, for peptides with a single amide or acid group,
was examined by thin-layer electrophoresis at pH 6.5.

RESULTS
The amino acid compositions of the subtilisin and thermo-
lysin peptides are given in Tables 1 and 2. The amino acid
sequence data and the amino acid compositional data are
summarized in Fig. 1. In addition to our data, we have in-
cluded two pepsin peptides previously published by Good-
fliesh (5). The amino acid sequence of the CK region of the
b9 chains are complete except for the presence of an uniden-
tified residue at position 172, compositional but not se-
quence data at positions 199 and 200, and the uncertainty of
an amide or acid assignment at positions 127 and 203. De-
tails of sequence proof are discussed in the legend to Fig. 1.

DISCUSSION
The CK Region of b9 Rabbits Differs in Amino Acid Se-

quence from that of b4 Rabbits by 35%. The CK, regions of
the b4 and b9 chains are given in Fig. 1. The b9 and b4
chains differ by 33 of 103 amino acid residues and three se-
quence gaps (positions 109, 141, and 189). Nine out of 33 of
these substitutions are separated by two base changes in the

Abbreviations: C,,, kappa light chain constant region; VH, heavy
chain variable region; V,,, kappa light chain variable region.
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Table 1. Amino acid composition of subtilisin peptides*

S-2 S-7 P3S-6 S-21 S-24

Asx 1.0(1) 0.8(1) 1.0(1) 1.2(1)
Ser 1.1(1) 1.4(1)
Thr 1.0(1) * 1.0(1)
Gix 1.0(1) 1.0(1) 1.0(1) 1.0(1)
Gly 0.9(1)
Ala 0.9(1)
Val 1.1(1)
Ile 1.0(1)
Tyr 1.2(1) 0.7(1)
His 0.8(1) 0.8(1)
Lys 1.0(1)
Cys +t

* Values reported are amino acid residues. Amino acids present at
a level of less than 0.2 residue are omitted. Values in parentheses
represent the nearest integral number of residues.

t Carboxymethyl cysteine was present but not quantitated.

genetic code dictionary. These amino acid substitutions are
scattered throughout the entire CG region, although there is a
particularly heavy concentration of differences in the region
from 150 to 161.
A single residue could not be identified in the b9 chains at

position 172. In homogeneous b4 chains at least three differ-
ent residues have been reported at this position (6, 7, 14), in-
dicating either that b4 rabbits have duplicated GK genes
[similar to the C. genes of man (15)] or a genetic polymor-
phism [similar to the G, genes of man (16)]. Our inability to
identify this residue in the pooled chains from a single indi-
vidual suggests that multiple alternatives may also exist at
this position in b9 rabbits or that a deletion of this particular
residue may have occurred in the G, gene of b9 rabbits.
To our knowledge these differences constitute the largest

amino acid differences ever reported for two "alleles." This
difference is emphasized by the nine two-base substitutions
and the three sequence gaps. Indeed, the CK regions of
mouse and man, two species which diverged about 75 mil-
lion years ago, differ by only 40% of their amino acid se-
quence and show no size differences (17). It will be inter-
esting to determine whether the CK regions of b5 and b6

chains also show such extensive sequence differences. Let us
consider the genetic and evolutionary implications of these
extensive differences between two allotypes.
The b4 and b9 Allotypes May Be Explained by One of

Three Evolutionary Models. (i) The b4 and b9 allotypes
may have evolved by the divergence of alleles at a single ge-
netic locus. If so, intense selective pressures are required to
fix many substitutions in a relatively short period of evolu-
tionary time. This model appears unlikely for a number of
reasons. First, by serological analysis a single heterozygous
(b4/b5) rabbit has expressed three group b allotypes (b4, b5,
and b6) (18). If amino acid sequence analysis of the group b
gene products confirms that this rabbit did express three all-
otypes, then the group b allotypes cannot be alleles at a sin-
gle genetic locus (a heterozygous rabbit should only be able
to express two alleles). Second, the two-base substitutions at
nine of the 33 positions indicate these allotypes are separated
by 42 nucleotide substitutions (and three sequence gaps). It
is not obvious what intense selective forces might generate
these significant sequence differences in allotypes during the
evolution of rabbits as a species. (ii) The b4 and b9 allotypes
may have evolved by gene duplication, mutation diver-
gence, and subsequent crossing-over events to delete the CK
gene number. In different populations, different combina-
tions of the CK genes could remain. Thus, some rabbits may
have a single GK gene (e.g., b4) and others may have two,
three, or even four CK genes (e.g., combinations of b4, b5,
b6, and b9). Presumably each CK gene carried on the two ho-
mologous chromosomes would be expressed in individual
rabbits. The amino acid polymorphism at position 172 in the
b4 chains previously mentioned is consistent with the suppo-
sition that b4 (and possibly b9) rabbits have multiple closely
linked CK genes. If so, the C, gene family could readily un-
dergo the gene expansion and gene deletion events postu-
lated by this model. This model is particularly interesting in
view of the observations made on two serological markers in
rabbit X chains (c7 and c21). In some populations of rabbits
these markers behave as alleles; in others they behave as
closely linked duplicated genes (2). This is precisely the pat-
tern the gene duplication and deletion model would predict.
In the vast majority of rabbits examined, the group b serot-
ypes behave as classical Mendelian alleles. Accordingly, one

Table 2. Amino acid composition of thermolysin peptides*

R1-2 R1-5 R1-6 R1-7 T4-2t T4-5 T4-6 T4-11t T5-1 T3-7 T3-9 T2-4 T2-8 T2-11

1.1(1)
1.9(2)

3.0(3)

1.1(1)

1.0(1)

0.9(1)
1.1(1)
2.1(2)

0.9(1)

0.9(1) 0.9(1) 0.9(1)

1.0(1) (1)

2.2(2)
1.3(1)

1.0(1)2.1(2) 1.4(1)
1.3(1)

0.9(1)
0.8(1) 0.8(1)

0.9(1)

1.1(1) 1.1(1)

1.0(1)

0.6(1)
0.7(1)

0.8(1)

0.9(1) 1.1(1)

1.0(1) 1.0(1)

0.9(1)
+

1.1(1)

1.1(1)
0.9(1) 0.9(1) 1.0(1)

1.0(1)

1.0(1)
+

(1)

* See legend to Table 1.
t The composition was determined qualitatively by high voltage paper electrophoresis.
t The sequence Iso-Val is hydrolyzed very slowly.

Asx
Thr 0.9(1)
Ser
GIx 1.0(1)
Pro
Gly
Ala
Val
Ile
Leu
Tyr 1.0(1)
Phe
His
Lys
Cys +

Arg
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FIG. 1. The amino acid sequence of the C. regions isolated, respectively, from rabbits of b4 and b9 allotype. The b9 sequence is indicated
as a straight line where it is identical to the b4 sequence. Substitutions are indicated by letters. The b4 sequence is taken from ref. 7. The
pepsin peptides were taken from ref. 5. The one letter code of Dayhoff is used (25). Brackets indicate residue deletions. Parentheses indicate
that the sequence of the enclosed residues is unknown. Sequenator indicates sequence determined by automatic analysis on the half chain
fragment. A preliminary report of the NH2-terminal portion of this fragment, differing at a number of residues, has been published by others
(26). Peptide compositions are indicated by straight lines terminated by vertical bars. Slanted bars on the peptide fragments indicate that
the sequences of the corresponding residues were determined by the manual Edman-dansyl technique. Dotted lines on the tryptic peptides
indicate that quantitative amino acid compositional data were not obtained.

must postulate that rabbits with two or more of the group b
CK genes on a single chromosome are rare. (iii) The b4 and
b9 allotypes may have evolved by gene duplication with a
control mechanism that permits them to be expressed so

they mimic a Mendelian pattern of genetic segregation. This
model suggests that the rabbit chromosome which encodes
the K family has four closely linked CK genes (i.e., b4, b5, b6,
and b9). The extensive amino acid CK differences reported
in this paper are consistent with this hypothesis (e.g., consid-
er the 19% difference between the closely linked a and y
chains of human hemoglobins). The genetic polymorphism
may reflect a control mechanism which operates at the chro-
mosomal level to determine which of the four CK genes is to
be expressed. This theory postulates that ordinarily this com-
mitment (to the expression of one CK gene) is transmitted
through germ line and is very stable. Rarely, this control
mechanism may fail and permit a "wrong" allotype to be
expressed. Accordingly, this model is also consistent with the
observation that a single rabbit can produce three group b
allotypes (18).
The allelic model would be ruled out as an explanation for

the b4 and b9 allotypes if it is unequivocally demonstrated
(e.g., by structural analysis) that a rabbit can produce all-
otypes that it could not have inherited from its parents (i.e.,
"wrong" allotypes). The control model could be verified if it
could be demonstrated (e.g., by nucleic acid hybridization)
that every rabbit has CK genes for all four group b allotypes.

The gene duplication and deletion model would predict that
different rabbit chromosomes could have different numbers
of C, genes. In this regard, it will be particularly interesting
to examine progeny from the single rabbit that expressed
three group b allotypes to determine whether they inherit
the ability to express "wrong" allotypes.
The V Genes of the Rabbit May Be Coded by Multiple,

Closely Linked Genes whose Expression is Regulated by a
Control Mechanism. Three groups of variable (VH) regions
of rabbit heavy chains can be distinguished by serological
techniques and are found in every rabbit (groups a, x, and y,

see ref. 2). The VH genes coding for these variable regions
are closely linked. Three allotypes (al, a2, a3) are found in
the group a chains which generally segregate in a Mendelian
fashion, but they differ in amino acid sequence from one an-
other by multiple amino acid residues (19). Two recent ex-
periments suggest that individual rabbits may express
"wrong" allotypes. First, the same heterozygous rabbit that
expressed three CK allotypes also expressed three VH all-
otypes (18). Second, as many as 50% of normal rabbits ex-

press low levels of a group a allotype that should not be
present according to breeding data (20). Once again it is ex-

tremely important that these "wrong" allotypes be verified
by structural analysis because of the possibility of serological
cross-reactions, particularly in the latter case where very low
levels of "wrong" allotypes are detected. If these observa-
tions are verified, the possibility that the group a allotypes

Therinlysin
Trypsin
Pepsin
Subtilisin

Pepsin
Subtilisin

-16.
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are coded by alleles of a single structural gene would be
eliminated. Furthermore, the control gene model would be
favored over the duplication and deletion model for two rea-
sons. First, if chromosomes with two (or three) allotypes are
rare as is suggested for the duplication and deletion model
by the breeding data, then it appears very unlikely that the
first rabbit to express a "wrong" allotype would express
"wrong" allotypes for both the C, and VH regions. Second,
the expression of low levels of the "wrong" allotype in a
high percentage of rabbits suggests (1) that there is a control
mechanism for quantitatively expressing high or low levels
of VH genes, and (2) that the al, a2, and a3 VH genes are
present in all yabbits as closely linked genes. Accordingly,
the VH gene family is multigenic and the expression of sub-
sets of VH genes may be regulated by a control mechanism.

Let us now consider the variable kappa (V,,) genes of the
rabbit. If the C, allotypes are indeed duplicated genes, it is
interesting to note that each group b allotype may have a
unique set of V, genes that are expressed with it. Careful
quantitative analysis of the NH2-termini of pooled K chains
isolated from b4, b5, b6, and b9 individuals suggests that
there are small but reproducible sequence differences that
correlate with the rabbit's allotype (8, 21). More recently,
major residue differences have been found at certain posi-
tions in the V,, regions of b4 and b9 rabbits (22). These obser-
vations suggest that each CK gene selectively is expressed
with at least a subset of distinct VK genes. The implications
of the control gene model presented above are that every
rabbit has all the VK genes of the species and that these VK
genes will be expressed in accordance with the type of CK
genes being expressed. Whether the special association of V,
and CK genes is due to unknown selective pressures on the
intact molecule, the mechanistic constraints imposed by the
variable-constant joining mechanism, or a special regulatory
mechanism of some other type is unknown.
The Groups a and b Allotypes Are Examples of Com-

plex Allotypes. We have recently suggested that alleles (or
allotypes) can be divided into two categories (23). Alterna-
tive forms of simple allotypes segregate in a Mendelian
fashion in mating studies and differ by one or a few amino
acid substitutions [e.g., the Inv marker of the human K chain
(16)]. In contrast, alternative forms of complex allotypes dif-
fer by multiple amino acid residues and generally segregate
in a Mendelian fashion. Allotypes that differ by multiple
serological determinants can also be tentatively designated
as complex. By these definitions, the groups a and b all-
otypes fall into the complex category. The importance of the
distinction between simple and complex allotypes lies in the
very different types of genetic or evolutionary models im-
plied by each (18). Simple allotypes are probably coded by
alleles at a single structural locus. In contrast, complex all-
otypes may be explained by a number of different genetic
models, as described above. Complex allotypes are found in
a variety of immunoglobulin families and, indeed, in a vari-
ety of other complex eukaryotic systems (see ref. 23 for a re-

view). Thus, the presence of complex allotypes in any system
raises the possibility that the corresponding alleles may be
closely linked duplicated genes regulated by a polymorphic
control mechanism.

In summary, the CK as well as the VH genes of the rabbit
differ by multiple amino acid residues and sequence gaps.
Accordingly, they constitute examples of a complex allotype
system. Complex allotypes may have arisen by (i) the rapid
evolution, of alleles of a single gene, (ii) gene duplication, di-
vergence, and deletion, or (iii) by gene duplication with reg-

ulation by a polymorphic control mechanism. Current data
are perhaps most consistent with model iii. Many multigenic
families (immunoglobulins and other eukaryotic systems) ex-
hibit complex allotypes. It will be fascinating to determine
whether most complex allotypes are coded by duplicated
genes with an unusual control mechanism and, if so, what
the evolutionary advantages of such a system might be (see
refs. 1, 23, and 24 for a general discussion of this issue).
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